Editor's note: The reviews of books and other health and safety material contained in this section are intended to provide further resources on the topic of minority workers.
tions and industries in which minority workers are concentrated and on the hazards there; a discussion of black and Latino women workers; a resource list of organizations; advice on strategies for change; and material on the controversy surrounding genetic testing. The price is $3.00.
These A good resource for occupational health educators, this book contains lesson plans focused on occupational health issues and presents an approach to worker training that views any educational opportunity, be it health and safety training or an English class, as a chance to empower workers.
The ESL for Action 'Ieachers Guide describes the philosophy of Freire, a Brazilian educator in literacy, and explains how to use the "problemposing" technique. The methodology is based on an interchange in which " teache rs" and "students" participate as co-learners.
The whole point of this approach is to teach not just a specific topic, but also the ability to think critically and act effectively. The author relies heavily on occupational health examples in the sample lesson plans.
The accompanying student textbook has additional ESL lesson plans. But the Teacher's Guide contains all the lesson plans specific to health and safety, as well as an introduction to the Freire philosophy and the "problem-posing" methodology.
The Teacher's Guide is a "must read" for any trainer or educator concerned with exploring how education can contribute to organizing for change.
Robin Baker LOHP Director
The Hawk's Nest Incident: America's Worst Industrial Disaster by Martin Cherniack. New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press. ISBN 0-300-03522-5. $19.95.
The worst episode of industrial illness and death in U.S. history occurred in the early 1930s on a tunnel project near Gauley Bridge, West Virginia. Author Martin Cherniack, a former NIOSH physician, studied local records and other historical material , interviewed survivors, and used statistical techniques to estimate the extent of the tragedy. He combines colorful oral history, useful and detailed statistics, and sociopolitical insight in this well -documented book . (No accurate figures on the illnesses and deaths were kept at the tirne.) He concludes that over 750 workers died of lung disease within five years after the project's completion. Many hundreds more had crippling lung ailments for the rest of their lives.
Cherniack found that company engineers wore respirators in the tunnel for protection against the rock dust, while the manual laborers had none. Working conditions on the non-union project were appalling; the workers lived in three overcrowded company camps in tar paper shacks, segregated by race, with up to ten men in a single shack.
About 75% of the silicosis victims were black laborers earning 30 cents an hour. Cherniack says that some became too ill to work and were then run out of town by the local sheriff; others died and were buried near the job site. Racism and violence were facts of life on the project:
Physical force was used against blacks, but never against whites, to force them back into the tunnels. It was also almost entirely black muckers who loaded the dust-filled rubble, by shovel and by hand, onto the rail cars. A white engineer confirmed that black workers were forced into the most dangerous work by beatings, "I have heard quite a few times that they used pick handles or a drillstead and knocked them in the head with it. "
The fact that so many of the victims were black delayed recognition that a major health hazard existed. Cherniack shows how the "racist currents of the period and the region" led many people, including the two company physicians on the project, to overlook the occupational cause of the workers' illness. Some local press accounts attributed the high inci-AAOHN Journal, March 1989, Vol. 37, No.3
